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II

ing books which endeavoured to overthrow the fundamental
basis of civilisation. Be careful, Mr. Chesterton con-
cluded. of the gradual decline which has come after
Charlotte Bronte.

THE LATE REV. A. B. NICHOLLS.

The death took place at Banagher, King's County,
Ireland, on Monday, December 3rd, 1906, of the Rev.
Arthur Bell Nicholls, the husband of Charlotte Bronte.
The novelist herself died more than half a century ago,
and by the general public it was probably little known
that the partner of her brief married life was still alive.
He lived in the strictest seclusion in a tiny Irish village,
but down to almost the last he kept in touch with a few
Yorkshire admirers of his wife's genius.

Mr. Nicholls was born in county Antrim in 1817, and
was consequently nearly ninety years of age. He was
of Scottish parentage on both sides, but at an early age
he was left an orphan, and was in the care of an uncle
who was dominie of the Royal School at Banagher.
Mr. Nicholls entered, in 1840, Trinity College, Dublin.
His name is not quite correctly recorded in the catalogue
of Dublin graduates (where it appears as Arthur Nichols),
but he appears to have obtained a second class in divinity
and to have graduated in the Trinity term of J 844' Barely
a year had elapsed after graduation when, having taken
deacon's orders, he came to Haworth to become curate
to the Rev. Patrick Bronte, the father of the novelists. In
one of Charlotte Bronte's letters less than two years
later we find her denying the idle rumour of her intended
marriage with Mr. Nicholls, and she avers that" a cold,
far-away sort of civility are the only terms on which I
have ever been with Mr. Nicholls," whom she dubs, in
company with his fellow curates as, "highly uninteresting.
narrow and unattractive specimens of the coarser sex."
In the course of years, however, he made a much more
favourable impression on Charlotte herself, though his
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••Scottish reticence," as it has been called, rendered him
at that time hardly popular in the parish - so at least
Charlotte's own letters lead one to suppose.

He was one of the few intimates of the Bronte circle
through that terrible period when the deaths, one after
another, of Branwell, Emily, and Anne, chilled and
blighted the joy which might have come with the
undoubted success of Jane Eyrt and the growing fame of
"Currer Bell." When Shirley was published at the end
of the fatal year 1849. a copy found its way early in the
new year to Haworth, and in a postcript to a letter-
Charlotte was not above the traditional feminine fondness
for the postscript as a place for the tit-bit of her corres-
pondence-she tells her friend, Miss Nussey, "1\lr. Nicholls
has just finished reading Shirlty; he is delighted with it.
John Brown's wife [i.t., the wife of the sexton in whose
house Mr. Nicholls lodged] seriously thought he had
gone wrong in the head as she heard him giving vent to
roars of laughter as he sat alone. clapping his hands and
stamping on the floor. He would read all the scenes
about the curates aloud to papa. He triumphed in his
own character." The portraiture here plainly avowed-
though Charlotte rarely admitted drawing her characters
from the life-is that of Mr. Macarthey, not a personage
of importance in the novel, and only introduced as a foil
to other characters of an objectionable type. This is what
she wrote in the novel of l\lr. Macarthey:-

I am happy to be able to inform you, with truth, that this
gentleman did as much credit to his country as Malone had
done it discredit; he proved hituself as decent, decorous, and
conscientious, as Peter was rampant, boisterous, and-(this last
epithet I choose to suppress, becau.Beit would let the cat out
of the bag). He laboured faithfully in the parish; the schools,
both Sunday and day schools. flourished under his sway like
green bay leaves. Being human of course he had his faults,
these, however, were proper, steady-going, clerical faults: the
circumstance of finding himself invited to tea with a dissenter
would unhin~ him for a week; the spectacle of a Quaker
wearing his hat in the Church, the thought of an unbaptised
fellow creature being interred with Christian rites - these
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things could make strange havoc in Mr. Macarthey's physical
and mental economy; otherwise he was sane and rational,
diligent and charitable.

In 185% the mutual forbearance and harmony of the
Haworth parsonage was disturbed by the taciturn and
highly decorous, but otherwise undistinguished curate
proposing for the hand of Charlotte Bronte, now as
UCurrer Bell" sprung to high fame. The letter in which
Charlotte communicated the news to her friend, Miss
Nussey. is one of the most striking in the long series
which passed between the t\,Vofriends, and may be quoted
at length:-

I know not whether you have ever observed him, especially
when staying here. Your perception is generally quick
enough, too quick, I have sometimes thought, yet as you
never said anything I restrained my own dim misgivings,
which could not claim the sure guide of vision. What papa
has seen or guessed I will not enquire, though I may con-
jecture. He has nlinutely noticed all Mr. Nicholls's low
spirits, all his threats of expatriation, all his symptoms of
impaired health-noticed them with little sympathy and much
indirect sarcasm. On Monday evening Mr. Nicholls was here
to tea. I vaguely felt without clearly seeing, as without seeing
I have felt for some time, the meaning of his constant looks,
and strange, feverish restraint. After tea I withdrew to the
dining room as usual. As usual. Mr. Nicholls sat with papa
till between eight and nine o'clock; I then heard him open
the parlour door as if going. I expected the clash of the
front door. He stopped in the passage; he tapped; like
lightning it Bashed on me what was coming. He entered; he
stood before me. What his words were you can guess; his
manner you can hardly realise, nor can I forget it. Shaking
from head to foot, looking deadly pale, speaking low,
vehemently, yet with difficulty, he made me for the first time
feel what it costs a man to declare affection where he doubts
response.

The spectacle of one ordinarily 80 statue-like thus
trembling, stirred, and overcome, gave me a kind of strange
shock. He spoke of su1Ferings he had borne for months, of
sufferings he could endure no longer, and craved leave for
80ple hope. I could only entreat him to leave me then and
promise a reply on the morrow. I asked him if he had spoken
to papa. He said he dared not. I think I half led, half put
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hiul out of the room. When he was gone I immediately went
to papa and told him what had taken place. Agitation and
anger disproportionate to the occasion ensued; if I had loved
Mr. Nicholls and had heard such epithets applied to him as
were used it would have transported me past my patience;
as it was, my blood boiled with a sense of injustice. But papa
worked himself into a state not to be trifled with: the veins
on his temples started up like whipcord, and his eyes became
suddenly bloodshot. I made haste to promise that Mr. Nicholls
should on the morrow have a distinct refusal.

I wrote yesterday and got this note. There is no need to
add to this statement any comment. Papa'A vehement
antipathy to the bare thought of anyone thinking of me as a
wife, and Mr. Nicholls's distress both give me pain. Attachment
to Mr. Nicholls you are aware I never entertained, but the
poignant pity inspired by his state on Monday evening, by the
hurried revelation of his sufferings for many months, is some-
thing galling and irksome. That he cared something for me
and wanted me to care for him I have long suspected, but I
did not know the degree or strength of his feelings.

Mr. Bronte, with the fame of his daughter ringing in
his ears, thought she should do better than marry a curate
with a hundred pounds per annum. cc I am afraid that
papa thinks a little too much about his want of money,"
says Charlotte in another letter a few days later on the
engrossing subject. cc He says the match would be a
degradation, that I should be throwing my~elfaway. that
he expects me, if I marry at all, to do very differently; in
short, his manner of viewing the subject is on the whole
far from being one in which I can sympathise. My own
objections arise from-a sense of incongruity, an uncon-
geniality in feelings, tastes, principles." The Vicar, in
fact, made no secret of his indignation that a nobody
should commit the unwarrantable presumption, as he con-
sidered it, of aspiring to the hand of a celebrity of whom
the whole countryside was justly proud. Mr. Nicholls
remained at Haworth for some months, but in the early
spring he left, carrying with him the regard of the
parishioners, and a testimonial of respect; while Charlotte
herself admits that, though she could not give him such
hope and such encouragement as he wanted, Ie still, I
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trust," she says, "he must know now that I am not cruelly
blind and indifferent to his constancy and grief." Mr.
Nicholls then became curate at Kirk Smeaton, near
POlltefract.

The years which followed were a time of many
troubles for Mr. Bronte, who had a long illness,
threatening him with total blindness. He felt keenly the
loss of his right-hand man, and the new curate, a Mr. De
Renzi, was not quite acceptable to him. Eventually, but
not until Mr. Nicholls had been absent two years, Mr.
Bronte gave in, and Mr. Nicholls was invited to return to
Haworth, the accepted lover of Charlotte Bronte. The
tone in which Charlotte announces the fact to her friend
Ellen is curiously constrained :-" The result of this, his
last visit, is that papa's consent is gained, that his respect,
I believe, is ",on, for Mr. Nicholls has in all things proved
himself disinterested and forbearing. Certainly I must
respect him, nor can I withhold from him more than mere
cool respect. In fact, dear Ellen, I am engaged."

Again, later, when the bonnets and dresses for the
wedding were in the atmosphere Charlotte writes;-

The feeling which had been disappointed in papa was
ambition; paternal pride-ever a restless feeling, as we all
know. Now that this unquiet spirit is exorcised, justice, which
was once quite forgotten, is once more listened to, and
affection, I hope, resumes some power. My hope is that in the
end this arrangement will turn out more truly to papa's
advantage than any other it was in my power to achieve. Mr.
Nicholls in his last letter refers touchingly to his earnest desire
to prove his gratitude to papa by offering support and con-
solation to his declining age. This will not be mere talk with
him-he is no talker, no dealer in professions.

And so in the little church on the hill at Haworth the
quiet wedding was celebrated on June z9th, 185+. Mr.
Bronte hardened his heart at the last moment, to the
extent of not being present at the wedding, and the
bride, who looked" like a snowdrop," was given away by
her old governess, Miss Wooler.
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The marriage was uninterruptedly happy, though it
has been thought that Mr. Nicholls's ambition was rather
that his bride should become an ••ideal clergyman's wife"
than that she should develop her literary work. He was
not, however, unappreciative. The writer of an obituary
notice of 1\lr. Nicholls in The Times has well
characterised both husband and wife in the following
passage :-

Hum druw it may be, single minded beyond question, the
honest curate made up in devotion what he lacked in dis-
tinction; and he had won a prize in the passionate little heart
-versed 90 deeply in the mystery of love's martyrdoms and
renunciations- that all the wealth and refinement and cultiva-
tion of courts and capitals might vainly have attempted to
match.

In the depth of the ensuing winter a cold caught in
a winter walk on the Haworth 1\loors proved fatal. and
Charlotte died on March 318t, 1855. Mr. Nicholls
stayed on at Haworth for the six years that followed his
wife's death, carrying out to the letter his promise to be
the support and consolation of Mr. Bronte. He protected
him in every way, and his implicit disapproval of Mrs.
Gaskell's Lift of his wife was due, not as some have
imagined to any supposed slight to himself, but to an idea
t hat the gifted biographer was rather inclined to under-
value Patrick Bronte. When the old vicar died on June 7th,
1861, at the age of 84, it was undoubtedly a severe blow
to his faithful curate, who had, by sheer persistence,
gained the good will of his flock, that he was not offered
the reversion of the living. After one or two spells of
temporary work, he returned to Ireland and settled down
in the home of his childhood, as a farmer. Some years
later he married again-a cousin, who bore as surname
that of Bell, which appeared in his own name and formed
the pseudonym of his first wife. When the Bronte
Society was established Mr. Nicholls shrunk from the
labour of a journey to Yorkshire to take part in the
opening proceedings, but he ever watched its progress
with keen interest. Ten years ago he handed over to 1\lr.
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Clement Shorter many manuscripts of the highest bio-
graphical interest, and these have made the story of the
wonderful Haworth family much clearer than Mrs. Gaskell
left it. But he himself hated publicity, as Mr. Shorter
said, and above all things he viewed the attempt to pierce
the veil of his married life with almost morbid detestation.
Yet Mr. Shorter added: "The qualities of gentleness,
sincerity, unaffected piety and delicacy of mind are his.
and he is beautifully jealous, not only for the fair fame
of Currer Bell, but- what she would equally have loved-
for her father, who also has had much undue detraction
in the years that are past."

H. E. Wrool.

The accompanying portrait of Mr. Nicholls was
taken in Dublin, probably during his honeymoon, but
certainly between the date of that event and 1861.

A DISPUTED

PORTRAIT OF CHARLOTTE BRONTE.

A NATIONAL PURCHASE.

Considerable interest has been aroused in the literary
world by the recent addition to the National Portrait
Gallery of a water-colour drawing purporting to be a
portrait of Charlotte Bronte, painted by M. Paul Heger.
A reproduction of the picture was published in the
Co,."I,,11 Magazine for October, 1906, and is reprinted
here. The picture, as will be seen, represents a lady
seated, reading a book, on the open page oJ which, in
the original painting, the word .c Shirley" can be read.
It is signed "Paul Heger, 1850." The dress worn by
the sitter is of a light green, and on the back there is
inscribed" The Wearin' of the Green, First since Emily's
death," an inscription which is interpreted to mean that
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